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Josh Motenko 

Yo HouRs 

I cannonball in, 
Face flushed with the rush 

Of glori ous impatience, to see you 
With telescopic tunneled lure. 

I can only imagine myself" mid-painting, 
With Jackson Pollock's fli ppancy, 

Squeezing cream from daisies 
Across my canvas-covered floor. 

Arms sty ling, in a rhythmless fleet 
Of j ov ial- flavored dessert 

For your eyes to cat 
When I arri ve at your door. 

Intertwined in the effervescence or 
M y content inner content, 

Cradling the prospect 
Of you hours more. 
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Andrea Barkoukis 
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M ASSACII USETTS SKYLINE 

I. beginnings 

at first we tried to find some common ground 
but it 's hard to build a castle from shadows. 
the closer you came, the farther I went, 
feigning apathy 
until blood dripped from my skinned knee 
and your delicate fingers sculpted emotion. 

you offered your hand, 
and I took it. 

II. union 

fi ghting all forces, we trudged along, 
two positive charges determined to nout gravity 
your bed-hair and brewing coffee 
became my sunrise. 
we moved in unison, 
becoming our very own element, 
our own secret potion. 
my fea rs turned into yours--
your passions became my perfume, 
exploding into a misty volcano of ardor. 

I could breathe underwater for days. 

' 
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III. broken pieces 

somewhere between Newport 
and the tiny freckle that slept on your abdomen, 
I began Lo forget Lo say I love yo_u. 
Your co ffee breath and messy hai r 
~ecame my nemesis. I began to wonder 
tf I left myself behind somewhere. . . 
the quiet spaces we used lo listen easily 111 

became torn and cracked, 
so I traded in certainty for ambiguity 
and handed you back. 

IV. the aftermath 

I dreamed of you last night : 
You asked why I shiver 
When I ' m on the edge of sleep. 
I awoke with your fingerprint s 
all over my sk in, 
burn ing holes that can' t be filled. 
Because we're still two pieces 
of lhe same multi-faceted puzzle. 
You're over there and I ' m over here, 

a tiny shade of blue missing 
from my Massachusetls skyline. 

7 
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MURKY WATER 

my unborn baby won't stop crying; 
there's sand stuck in my teeth 
and seaweed plastered to my spleen. 

so this is what we all come lo. 
the bubble gum machine 
is overflowing with skittles and dirty laundry. 
taste the rainbow. 

your year-old saliva is rotting my teeth. 
i want lo go home 
and melt into honey. 
pul me in a jar with the lightning bugs. 
i want a purse li ke mary poppins 
and shoes like dorothy 
but my hands are aching 
and the surgeon general won' t stop yelling al me. 

i'm starting to fade, 
drinking from a water fountain 
that's spewing recycled tears. 
something just isn' t 
right no left i said 
we' re lost again 
and my baby won't stop crying-

but i just breathed. 
the water is too murky 
and i have nothing to say. 

,rd 



Scott Kolp 

MAD RIVER GLE 

White streaks of snow 
on pines sl ip past 
as I tenuously 

descend green trails 

occasionally j erking when 
balance breaks and 
I tumble, contorted 

twisting sliding on side 
anct it occurs to me 

that when armageddon 
has whisked us all 
to a miasma, 

these mountains 

Will remain, yardsti cks 
We should have measured 
ourselves by. 
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fv· . · tck, Tasker 

AtPIIA 

A fraid of losing myself in you, 
I traded our friendship for frequent flyer miles 
and a three-week vacation in fabulous L.A. 
Everything changes. 

Everyone in the moment changes too. 
I. t~ied hitchhiking lonely miles, 
li ving your life blended in with the crowd, 
but found myself miserable being faceless. 

So I changed lanes and now my life is moving. 
You' re still over there 

faced with the same d~cision, 

but stalling, as if you enjoy being confined 
between the headlights of your past 
and bumper-sticker future. 

My future isn' t holding me back, 
~ hatever it may be ... 
It's Waiting for me at the next exit-and I know 
I ' ll get there before you ever turn the key. 

11 
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LrFESTYu:s OF nm R1c 11 AND I NFAMOUS 

Bound texts keep us brainy 
without the technique and theatricality 
of lav ish movie theatre screens. 
Until- an upstairs event is televised, 
where even the wicked, unforgiving 
celebs smile a friendly proposal. 
These hardly invisible icons fathom 
a world where the final drafts of their irres istible 
screenplays prove worthy of two-thumbs-up 
and a multi -million-do llar weekend. 
Although noticed in public and worth 
a pretty penny, it doesn' t give these tainted stars 
the right to roll over the sun in efforts 
to build their beastl y debuts, while sucking 
another $ I 0.50 from our shallow pockets 
into their insatiable paws. 



, Leah Ne111eth 

U DERGIWUND 

Piss sophisticate and the damp 
below ground which no sk in could escape
if I smelled it now I ' m sure it would gut me. 
I'm half-way to human preserve and the rush 
of the Northern might melt the rest 
to j am on the platform. 
Please forgive me, local transit authorities, 
the eleven pm crown enlightens, giddies 
me. I cling to tox ins in purple scythes 
blooming under eyes I pass; 
1 Watch for poster change like good signs from above. 
One phallic zip and I don' t mind the gap 
between ervice and vision. 
1 connect here-TufTnell to Tottenham, 
Women to the gnarling world beneath her feet. 

13 
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PHO T EMPLE, BANGKOK 

This calm could crash into calamity: 
crockery of seven hundred years could 
rot and ravage bared, bowed scalps 
below the chedis; 
or murals detonate into fresh fresco fire 
through stricken courtyards, 
stucco shrapnel from someone's god. 

You and I: 
aware and even so in bliss; 
breeze and haze harmonizing with the chimes; 

we find furtive fountains and 
are enveloped. We cannot record the calm 
before it is crushed, if it is crushed, 
so we capture it in each other. 

' 
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We fall rank and file to your stategory 
While you 

black your body in the crude, 
in the inelegant buff, and resign 

Yourself to stcroarid rights and lefts, 
unturnablc, going down easy 
as side salads and happy hour Molotov 
cocktails. 

Your Writers can't help you now. 

Moses turned the other cheek. 

Put down the staff. 

15 
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10025 

Not only loyalty 
brings me back to you. 
It is the pu 11 
in my chest 

which carries me 
home. 

I love you most 
at night 

When noise and movement 
has settled, 

and people pass 
in shadows. 

The weight o f night 
smells sweet, 

thick, a teas ing stench 
of everything, 

the way the mix of all 
colors 

creates white. 

You are this spectrum, 
anct you have created me. 

17 
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Grey blocks 
of granite support steps, 
temporary scenes 
treading secluded avenues, 
produce noise, 
echoing in only my cars, 
blanketed by the soft 
street lamp, 
suspended over my head 

by the evening. 

I sometimes wonder 

if I dreamed 
you, 
or if you 
have dreamed me. 
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II 

In daytime 
shadows extend and retract 
laying across the aged sidewalk, 
serving as a solid frame 
for the day ascending and falling. 

Remnants of li fe hide 
in your cracks and curbs. 
Cigarettes half burnt, 
half yellow, 
reek among bottle caps 
and rain water. 
Walls grow upward 
tattooed with signatures 
and messages of loyalty. 

~y love for you 
1s not painted upon 
Your skin of cement and brick, 
but is buried 
beneath my name. 

ill 
19 
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Erin McWalters 
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A WALK IN 1987 

When Tommy walked beside me 
as I rode, legs stretched our straight 
in a Scars wagon 
he spoke with his small chin 
piercing the air in front of him, 
saying 
that he wished the wagon would tip 
and trap me like a cage; 
then he smiled when the rubber wheel 
struck a rock, 
and from beneath 
my wooden jail 
r heard his laughter 
ring like an evi l 
I had on ly read about 
in books. 

rd 
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Maegan Mitchell 
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MoT1-11m 

polka dots smiled when I was younger 
like liule happy yellow faces 
they whispered 

you belong 
you belong right here 

in that space amid the folds of my navy dresses 
clucking in my chunky heeled shoes of red and blue 

your tight-haired cylinders smiled when I was younger 
like curls of madness against your forehead 
they whispered 

you belong 
you belong right here 

in a world that will hold no comfo rt without !caresses I 
i (yes little i for I was not big I yet) 
onl y saw your mother once 
before her parting she whispered 

you belong 
you belong right here 

~· 
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in the emptiness filled by the ghosts of your ancestors 
there is no place for you only spaces 

she speaks to me in slippery silences: 
our blood boils in the heat beneath those fields and mansions 

I w ill remember her 
as I remember you 

our legacy not too long ago to be forgotten 
Your mother my mother my grandmother 
dance. between those polka dots intermingled with me's and 
You's 
1 belong I right here] where your blood was spilled 

2.3 
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FATHER 

Standing before me 
hovering nashes of light 
you 
eclipsed vision 
strain my eyes like 
an orange and purple darkness 
more dangerous than the bright and piercing ray 

Collision of galax ies 
burst of cosmic energies 
you 
smell of Saturday morning breakfast 
that wafts into the ai r and seizes me 
no longer arrested in my laziness 

I am redeemed by the white grits that bubble over the pot for 
purity 
sunny yellow eggs that reek of cheerfulness 
huge strips of bacon for substance 
a lace of fat, that is excess 



That is the sonic sound that breaks down barriers 
You 
don' t seem to no tice 

or do you? because the blaring is deafening 
to my untrained ear, after all these years of drill s and drilling 
heavy machinery you used to construc t your fa mily 

Take. 

Eat. 

bitter is the root that runs beneath thi s family tree 

~ermeating our Saturday morning salty and bright 
is the stench of darkness 

everyone refuses. 

25 
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OVERCOME WITH RED 

The trees ignite
Phoenixes rise 
from the ancient bark. 

Leaves turn 
a deep crimson . . 
like the downtown red-Light d,stnct. 
They promise 
things to come. 

When death draws near 
You better go out in flames. 

The leaves know 
they are dying-
that is why they burn so bright. 

Tonight it is my turn. 
I do not know how girls 
have done it before me. 

Every time I think of leaving 
I fuss with something else. 

I brush my hair again , 
try to make myself look ready. 
(The last attempts fa iled). 

Mimicking the fall leaves, 
I trace my lips 
With burning crimson lipstick. 

27 
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I bought it at 
The Five And Dime 
with his face in mind. 

I slip out the door. 
My mother doesn' t notice 
the fo liage change. 

* 

At half past seven 
I meet John at the comer store 
where he will buy me 
a cherry coke. 
ltisas if 
it were 
any other night. 

He wears the burgundy scarf 
that I knitted 
for him last Christmas 
in home economics. 

It is sweet that he actually wears it. 

I fi x his co llar before we go inside, 
hold on too long. 

He gives me 
the look 
he always gives me 
before he kisses me. 
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We get seats at the counter, 
as usual. 

Tonight there's a new soda jerk
Ed has the night off. 

This boy 
cannot seem to work the lever. 

~e fights with the machine 
it spurts out nothing, 
then all at once 
too much coke. 

We start to laugh. 
John slips his hand into mine. 

Maybe this time 
I Won 't run away. 

l Won't need to be Daphne 
turning into a laurel tree, 
again. 

Even after the last 
anticlimactic attempts 
John said that he could 
fee) my heart beat 
beneath the protective bark. 

I don't think 
this time 
I Will run away. 

29 
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The rrees know 
when ir is !heir rime. 
Nighr.,· gel longer
/he chlorophyll 
is gradually desrroyed. 

Each leaf goes info sugar-shock 
in rhe a111w1111. 
The cool nighr.,· 
close down !he veins. 
Then rhe anrhocyanin 
sparks !he red. 

Finally the soda jerk seems 
to have a revelation. 
My cherry coke is ready. 

John was going to ask for lemon, 
but he takes a regular instead 
to be easy on 
the new guy. 

My red pleather chair 
is the one that wobbles. 
With my nerves wrapped, 
I spill some soda on my shirt. 

John laughs, 
which I pretend to be hurt by. 
He answers with 
a fake-forgive-me-please-frown. 

rd 
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He reaches into his pocket 
and pu lls out a red maple leaf 
as some pagan present. 
"Oh I forgot to give you this." 
With his simple offer, 
I forget about the stain. 

Eventually the leaf knows 
When to prepare to fa ll. 

Eventually we have to leave 
the corner store. 
He is as tense as I am, 
even though I know 
he has done this before. 

The fo liage catches on fire 
burns like lanterns 
leading us to our destination. 

We end up by the old baseball field. 

He kisses me 
?nd the night 
ts overcome with red. 
The trees ignite around us 
anct then there is nothing left
but embers of what used to be. 

31 
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B UTTERFLY V ERSES 

Poets: 
when they told you 
that you had to suffer 
in order to create; 
you let Sylvia wear the laurels. 

It led 
Smith to frequently unearth 
their aqueducts 
due to bulimic words uttered 
so often by Calliopes. 

Sylvia's triumphant 
nine lives annihilation 
became the 
young women's Olympics 
with every slash and burn. 

It ensnares 
young women hopefuls 
like butterflies 
in the collector's killing jar. 

The Bell Jar: 
the sweet poisonous nectar
you lick zealously 
from the folio. 

sr1 
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Cyanide saturated air, stupors. 

It unleashes 

Your inner death machine. 
It tells you: 

to suffer is to be genius. 

You have to outdo your mentor. 
Sylvia did in it nine, 

You aim to do it in eight. 

Flailing under 
hand-written 

mounting pins of 
a methadone overdose; 

You hope not to survive 
lo make the reviving jar. 

So you mount your drying w ings 
to your butterfly verses. 

Your last breath becomes-
a besieged magnum opus. 

33 
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lnnie Belz 

Wim ESDAYS IN TIIE FAMILY WAIT! G RooM 

Wednesday afternoons in the fa mily 
waiting room, an agonizing limbo 
Where noral patterns wilt on the walls
beige is said to be calming. 

She sits in the corner by the apathetic fish 
and palms a paper cup of watery coffee, 
kept hot on the front counter to cauterize 
the bleeding ulcers of festering hours. 

1 want to buy him a baby book, she says. 
1 take pictures every day so that he won' t 
f o_rget thi s, so the topography of his chest 
Will make sense one day, so that the 
scars can fi nd their way back to the blade. 

> 

!he din of the telephone holds air hostage 
111 tired lungs and the already 
hushed banter fa lls one more octave. 
I . 
t is time for me to take her to her son, 

to let her document the new pink trail s. 

35 



I MMINENT Y EAR 

Tomorrow's eve will come and go with induced happiness. 
Chinese women will pray for children to be born 
before the hour of the snake, before 
an unlucky year. Can I but hope for more? 

The stars have wandered into labyrinthine paths 
and what can I take from a night so clear 
where the starkness of clean, infinite sky 
leaves no dimly-lit, romantic path for me to meander? 

1 cannot bear another heavy year. My shoulders sag 
with the twelve rocks already rumbling in my pockets, 
mocking my un balanced tread. 
I fea r twelve more will have me on my knees. 



'vadia Pag11011i 

the throat stings, 
dry ice sliding through 
caved-in lungs. 

skin tight, 
top 

of an african drum. 

echoes 
from icicles, 
Wind chimes 
clinking 
above the 
crystalli zed panes. 

earlobes burn, 
lit cigarettes. 

Pupils inked 

Ill 

With blue, 
from 

Winds of zeus, 
White air twirls 
in a furrow. 

37 
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DosED Bv W1 TER 

it is 5:30 in the afternoon and 
night has risen. no 
stars squint tonight, 
the indigo sky sleeps 
alone. diamond renectors 
move in the air 
and growl as planes pass by. 

the oak trees rock back 
and forth, their clothes 
have already fa llen off. 
bare to the trunk, 
onto the rigid soil. 

i lean against the window pane, 
the curtain sways and essence 
of verbena burns from the voti ve 
lamp. 

inhaling the arcti c oxygen, 
my body feels like a piece 
of Formica, 
silver-blue and 
thinly chilled. 

the moon hides away 
allowing onl y highlights of 
a warm glow to cast through 
the sapphire hue. 

dosed by winter 

i rest my head on the 
steamy window pane. 

rd 
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Megan Luce 
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THE PLACES W E SLEPT 

The reason we started sleeping in the car was because 
on the first night of the trip we tried to camp in an abandoned 
field. Just after dusk sli pped into dark we were chased out by a 
burly man with a Kentucky belly-weapon in tow. Blinded 
from rational thought by the high headlights of his rough 
running truck we got out of the field pretty quickly. With 
nothing else to do we kept dri ving south until the heaviness of 
what had quickly become our li ves began to weigh down our 
lids and we needed sleep. So we parked and slept in a WalMart 
parking lot. And that is how we started sleeping in the car and 
because it wasn't really broken just like the power-steering
fluid leak, we didn ' t fi x it. We left traces of steering fluid and 
spit-out tooth paste in the wilderness of strip malls, something 
to follow home if got lost. We slept in the car in parking lots 
for six weeks, every day fa lling more in love with Americana. 
Sometimes it was uncomfortable. 

* * * 
Somewhere near the Texas border we got caught in a 

storm that was threatening a tornado. Julia said we should pull 
over and fi nd some shelter. It was a good idea. Not too soon 
came a building on our right. A country club. 

"Well y'all caaan't stay 'ere dressed like that." She saw 
our eyes drift back out to the raging storm. We met her eyes 
again as lightening landed with the crash of the thunder. 

"Y'all been drivin ' on the hiiighway? Its purty bad out 
there." They let us stay there tucked in the corner of the recep
tion room out of the members view. Julia mended a pair of 
pants. I made a necklace. The storm slowed and with a nod we 
were ushered out the door. About twenty miles later we hit the 



sto~m again. This time we just stopped under an underpass and Waited. 

* * * 

be· . We both really dug Santa Cruz. On the boardwalk of 
d achs1de video games that put the taste of cotton candy and 

ta olescent kisses in my mouth Julia went to find a pay phone 
o call · ' a girlfriend. f rolled down the street to the beach on my 

frange long board. I made eyes with gorgeous hippy boys who 
t~o~ed 1.ike they hadn ' t showered in at least a few days playing 
t eir guitars on the stoops of the building . r once was talking 
0 my mom on the phone and she asked me if r had any men in ~i life. ,N?· No I didn 't. Why? Ahh, mom, I said, boys ~mell. 

st ' that s Just the ones you hang out with, she had saucily 
1 ~ted. She ha~ a point, but that's not exactly ~ hat I meant . . So, 
th ade eyes With those crunchy guitar strumming boys hoping 

at they saw me poetically silhouetted against the sun setting 
~Ver the ocean- rolling by carefully careless in my low-cut 
anvas converse shoes and low-riding, worn, bluish-gray cords, ;y tanned arms nonchalantly hanging from a thin, linen, 

M:evelcss top that only slightly hugged my bra free breasts. 
Ybe the muse to their next tune. 

s· As Jules and I were leaving, one called out to us, "Hey 
istas Wanna get drunk and stoned?" 

Sh "No thanks man we need to get to San Fran for a · ow." ' ' 

St "Wei) do you want give us money to get drunk and oned?" A · sneaky smile teased our hearts. 
'-' We dropped a few coins and auntered off out of town. 1 eah w ' e really dug Santa Cruz. 

* * * 
41 
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Driving with Sarah south of San Francisco, headed 
down the windy coast, I was rambling about my arbitrary 
hatred for Widespread Panic and their respecti ve fans. 

"But you see, my hatred, is like totally arbitrary. I am 
not really justified or anything." 

Jules, all thoughtful , goes, "Yeah, but that's better than 
the oppos ite." 

"What?" I interrupted with a hearty sarcastic laugh, 
"Arbitrarily liking things?" 

"No! That's not what I meant at all. I wasn' t thinking 
opposite, but that's like the most hilarious thing ever. Let's do 
that. Let's pick something to be arbitrarily all about. Something 
totally random." 

"We are so postmodern , eh Sarah?" I said. Sarah and I 
rea lly liked being able to incorporate postmodernism into 
anything. Even when it didn ' t quite fit. Actually we liked to 
play a game where we pretended that we were the Beavis and 
Butthcads of academia. Huh. Huh. Postmodernism. Huh. Huh. 
She said hegemony. Hegemony's cool Huh. Huh. But that was 
back when we lived together overseas. Now I don' t see Sarah 
much. Now that we're back, we are too busy being the people 
we had left behind. 

We decided that we would be all about Gloria Estefan 
and the Solar System. We decided this at Antonio's Nut 
House- A rad bar where you get peanuts from a gorilla in a 
cage and then just the shells on the floor- true story. They als0 

had chalk so you could write on the brick wall s. 
Back in Virginia Jules and I dec ided that while being ~ill 

about Glori a Estefan and the Solar System we would also be in 
mad support of the development of object permanence. Be-



cause, imagine you never developed the concept of object 
permanence when you were an infant-every time something 
w~nt out of ight, you would not be able to conceive of its 
existence. 

* * * 
f !hat summer we slept in the car for six week .. In the 
rrnt With the seats in the upright position. Since Julia was 

taler I slept on the side with the wheels and the pedals. When 
You' re tired and sip on jugs of cheap wine you can sleep 
a~ywhcre and it was better than being chased by Kentucky men 
~ Ith_ weapons. Once Julia slept on a concrete slab under a f ~cn,c table because in Death Valley it was the only shade. 
be'~OO miles traveled and you are bound to leave a few thing 

hind. Vegas shoes that hurt our feet were dumped into Vegas 
?ash bins. Underwear was dropped and forgotten on the white 
•
1nes defining parking spaces. Sandals abandoned in the park:~g lo_t where Wendy's didn't open until 11 am. Reality Jost to 

the Wind with a green bandana through the open windows on 
rn e first long stretch to New Orleans. And then at an unmarked 
b 01!1ent, dinners began to be eaten in the dark and the sun set 
ehind us only caught in the rear view mirror, and we found 

ourselves curled into our beds after a long drive. 

43 
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Whitney Rosenberg 
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P111rn OLOGIST 

My new Nordic girlfriend 
wears a smug crescent 
on her cold cranium. 
1 trace her profile 
on any page, 
her contour in lead or ink 
under the swirls or my fingerprint. 

destructi veness ex termination 

love or 
children independence perseverance 

parental love 

love 
or sex 

antiquity 

selr love 
selfish sentiments 

desire for 
l iquids stability intuitive 

reasoning 

For thirtv years I have studied cra11ia 
and livitig ·heads from all parts of the world. 

A ll the calculations have been made: 

dignity 

1 rearrange the rurniture or our room every night before bed, 
sometimes w ishing she were shades or melons and chocolate. 

I saw her. I saw rips in ex istence. 



I N C ASE OF FIRE 

nine minutes ago when i surveyed the room 
i reminded myself not to revel in these relic 
in case while i am gone there is a fi re. 

photographs, journals, the decade-old lotion-soft fi eld hockey 
t-shirt. 

the stuffed star that you stitched (with the intention of 
imparting it to someone at the Burning Man art festival 
at the edge of an endless Nevada highway) 
came out unscathed and unsinged from the fire of your crash, 
now dangling in its impermanence above my bed. 
its cotton innards, the visceral testimony to the collision 
rings anguish to the fi ve bells quilted to its limbs. 
the star hangs from my ceiling, swinging from the gallows. 

1 considering the photographs, it is a wonder 
that this star came out of that mangled labyrinth of metal. 
the seat belts, umbilical cords strangling the sisters who 

, died so suddenly, they didn't feel a thing. 
the star tell s another story, overwrought and numb. 
its fabric, bright orange, red, and blue commands your gaze 
li ke words pulling your lungs through your rib cage. 
have you heard any bad news today? 

there will probably be no fire today 
to claim these transitory things 
but in case there is, 
all that would be lost 
arc the mere remnants of fi nality. 
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ffea rher Brennan 

D ECONSTRUCTING JANE 

A velvet rhythm 
conspiring 
in a lost girl 
rose above 
Winter 

and beyond metaphor. 

Butterfly poets 
facing 
romantic pens 
desert her realities 
composing 
lyrical rainbows 
of vain yllables. 

To them, 
her soul 
is a surreal art 
born 
of a fanta y 
leftover 

from last summer. 
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Julia Whillredge 

IF lcARUS WE T Bv A EROPLANE 

Sadly, this time, I am leaving you. 
Thousands of feet down, North Carolina 
turns from Tennessee's taupe plateaus 
and enormous squared planes. 
Light hangs differently in the South , 
cold and unmovable. 

Just past the bone-line, in a fl at city 
void of people and saturated with churches, 
Solidarity opens to a novelty: 
the future is without the past, 
Because the past will evaporate 
or be inaccurately remembered. 

Revisiting is di ffi cult. 
As if Icarus will return from the dead 
to see the compass point from 
which he plummeted, 

I will return to Boston, 
where there is an empty 
apartment that knows 
all of your particulars. 
Icarus knew how it was 
in that apartment. 
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Every myth has its moral: 
l~arus knows his pinnacle 
like the laughter of two strangers, resting 
at five a.m. in the back of a cold Toyota. 
But the prior months will be fa ithlessly remembered. 

Thousands of feet down, 
the ground turns to Pennsylvania's 
snowed rivers. To the East, a mythic shadow 
falls into the ocean anew. 
I enter the uncharted airspace in the 
direction of home satisfied with the 
Wild landscape ah~ad. 
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so 

S'tL YOUS PLAIT ••• 

I smile when I think 
that you helped me take of my coat, and hung it 
in the closet 
before you touched me. 

And distant, sitting here, 
I fee l grav ity in reverse. The faster 
I move, the closer emotions are 
drummed to the surface. I worry you' II pick up 
heel, tut 'enfuis vers la Ii be rte 
a Nashvi lle. This fire on water 

hit s a cusp, a tearing blaze 
on wild order, hope after hemlock: 
you walk in the room, and my 
achilles tendon tingles. 

This self awareness is a lodestar that never 
sleeps, except to shudder, 
fragmenting together 
your freckled shoulders while salsa 
dances to itself in the next apartment. 



Here arc your kisses on my 
neck, when I stand in places you have 
never been: hallways, waiting for meetings, for food, 

after coffee. Holding air, the way you 
bound through a l ittle atmosphere-

and like these curious inhalations, I hold you 
and you demand a kiss, 
catch my breath, move it to the left, 
out of reach. Out of want. 

h wouldn' t be a tragedy to be 

alone, only one of greek proportion 
~ot to have your two feet standing firmly, 
111 my half-cut pomegranate heart. 
That was a wholly gorgeous morning: . 
W~at a frangible impression, and you-so alive, 
With a slightly open mouth, 
arms soaking wet, how I remember you best. 
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GENESIS 11:7-15:1 

for two people so articulate, 
speech could slice the air into fine ribbons 
of philosophical thought. 
we found ourselves silent in the land of Shinar, 
one gorgeous language and few words. 

tn some archaic sense 
We were the mortar for their misinterpretation , 
so i became your shield, Abraham, 
the vessel for your sacrifice. 

and for the labor of your anger, 
i Was your exceedingly great reward. 

so i straddled your body in a dark bed, 
our tongues entangled, two distant creoles. 
and in between slivers of abstract speech 
We spiraled toward heaven-
You, dispelling my power, 
and me, scattered across the earth. 
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GENESIS 2:25 

there is a tremendous amount of space 
between, i have no intentions of sleeping with you, and 
here is my life, will you hold it '! 

Brian grins at Abby through a masticated apple core, 
she smirks and writes down how attracti ve 
he is when he's drooling. 
i say, Brian, how biblical, 
so he spits me a seed the color of his sweater and i think 
he is not so much the serpent as he is the apple itsel f. 

when we decided we ex isted in ex ile, stripped 
o f the quixoti c construct, i thought that it meant 
i couldn' t love you. 
but the sk in bled th rough, staining it all red-- it is not perfect. 
we are banished and naked and wholeheartedly shameless, 
and thanks to our appetite we know it. 

so i took root and branched across boundaries, forgive me, 
but sitting in the space between Abby and Brian, 
i know that love is not an abstract, 

it is immediate and earthly and inherently unshaven. 

so here i am, mealy and slick on the tongue, 
aware of my own ephemeral core, 
offering you as much fruit as my arms can carry, 
will you hold it? 





Julia Biery 
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STAIRWELL 

so much is left 
unsaid between us 
as we ascend 
the sour-scented 
stairs into 
nowhere 
it 's like i can 
almost sec the words 
between us 
lingering in suspense 
the words scream 
silent obscenities 
about what i' ve seen 
and about what you 
ignore 

you can' t wa it to reach 
the top 
salvation is ri ght beyond 
the fourth noor door 
and there's a hint o f 
a new beginning 
through the frosted glass 
and maybe i should 
tell you that 
i know it's killing you 
for me to be here 



b 

You' re only a few 
steps ahead of me 
but it feels as though 
i ' II never catch up 
~ven though 
1 feel like i would 
foil ow you forever 
Unti l me and your 
shadow became 
best fri ends 
combined and intertw ined 
but you don't even 
turn around 
because you don' t care 
that i ' m there 

Yes 
so much is left 
unsa id 

anct so what if we die 
on these stairs 

the stairwell would 
become haunted w ith 
our souls 

What difference does it make 

our words are already 
our ghosts 
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Jessica Carvalho 
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HORIZON 

Where the sea reaches up 
to rub noses with the expansive ceiling 
and lhe sky bends at lhe waist 
to Eskimo kiss the lUmultuous fl oor, 
its undulating waves fo rever failing 
to graze cloud-painted skin. 

What is it, 
I wonder, as I waver precariously 
on the edge of a turning page. 
What is il 
within that in fi nites imall y small sli ver 
of molecules racing to form steam, 
the heated air between shared breaths 
where it is neither sea nor sky? 
Is it some unrecognizable nuclear fusion 
of the two, or something completely different? 

If I could split myself, straddling 
that line so that one foot remained 
firmly in the sea and the other 
noated among the clouds, 
where, exactly, would my head be? 

When I asked my mother, 
"Why is the sky blue?" 
She said that it was because the sky 
renects the color of the sea, 
as if when the tide chased the sand 
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back out towards that imaginary line, 
it pulled the fingers of the sky under, 
dragging them along the bottom 
until they were dyed to match. 

~ut in reality, 
It is the sea which renects, 
ballooning to royal azure 
or dissolving to mourning gray. 
Waves thrash in pain 
When their ceiling is angry, 
Only to smooth gently away 
When it is at peace. 
The sky undenyingly controls 
the sea despite the finite barrier 
Which separates the two. 

But I cannot cross what I cannot see. 

Tracing a visible mark 
along an invisible line, 
I, like a refugee 
from the Flat-Earth Society, 
sail across the waves 
anct straight off the edge -

Lifting my azure head, 
I Paint the sky blue. 
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C1GARETIE GmL 

"Cigarelte girl ," he calls 
with a crack of fingers or a clink of a bell 
and I reali ze my beaded rouge skirt 
has failed to serve as camouflage. 

With a crack of fingers or a clink from the bell , 
I dutifully hinge over at lhe waisl, hem lifting 
on my skirt which has failed lo serve as camouflage, 
despite its resemblance to the gaudy walls. 

I dutifully hinge at the waist, hem lifting 
as I proffer the small silver tray. 
Despite its resemblance to the gaudy walls, 
creeping hands feel the difference. 

As I proffer the silver tray laced white wilh cartons, 
his eyes focus on black-laced goods stowed six inches higher. 
Creeping hands can feel the difference. 
I avert my raccoon - rimmed eyes. 

His eyes focus on my black-laced goods 
before he reaches out to grasp 
a carton. I avert my eyes. 
"Gimme a light," he demands. 
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Before I reach out, grasping the Zippo, 
!. P~y off his loose finger entangled in my fishnets. 
Gimme a light!" he orders again, annoyed, as 

a slim Camel dangles dangerously from his lips. 

The pried-off finger returns forcefully to my fi shnets 
as my eyes drag shut and I try not to draw back. 
A slim Camel dangles dangerously from his lips 
as he breathes, "What's your name, doll?" 

My eye drag shut as I try not to spill the goods, 
~nd I realize that my skirt stopped hiding me long ago. 
What's your name, doll?" he breathes. 

"Cigarette Girl," I say. 
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Abby Weissman 
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SHOCK /\ DAWE 

tonight, sunset over bald mountain 
and bush declares war. 
we have to decide what action 
to take against such a statement, 
how long before the children 
are bodies heaped on roadsides. 
i sec babies when i close my eyes; 
where is the water they will drink? 
where is the poison we are dropping? 
why do we kill people 
lo show Iha! killing people is wrong? 

we light candles, stand along the 
road. one honk, not enough 
to ease the heavy silence. 
the propaganda makes a fortress 
we hurl ourselves against. 
i bang my head against stone 
but granite can' t console me. 
my rations, thoughts 
to keep me from sleeping. 



the cold of winter gives me respite, 
the ache for snow keeps my heart full of blood. 
We have to find something to love 
or the hurt will make us blizzard into icicles. 
overnow will fi nd us sharpened, 
as we slowly turn rain to weapon. 
television deadens, stories wane, 
interest fades, and our hearts, ice, 
point along the gutters until 
spring melts the base. 
if green is not enough to fuel 
the memory, we crack, break, 
and eventually 
arrow 
down 
lo 

kill. 
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SPOIL 

the sun hangs a filmy haze 
over the landfill we climb to put some height 
between us and the flat wasteland 
of strip malls and power lines. 
thi s snow-covered heap of trash 
is majestic in its sprawling hulk, 
a line of bulldozers stoic; 
rust blood covers peeling skin , w indows 
cracked like old glasses. 
exposed gears peer out over rims like misers, 
unwilling even to give us the 
facade of wilderness. 

but we're happy enough to pretend. 
the air makes icy darts down our bodies 
and it's still the sun which keeps our point. 
if we close our eyes against the shrubs, 
evergreens blossom and your mitten 
slides sheepskin and wool into mine. 
in thi s artificial silence 
there's almost enough quiet 
to picture the lake frozen solid, 
an aching rush of pine 
and a pinnacle of granite so steep 
we have to hold our breath 
so we don' t turn bird 
and leap. 








